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Correctness

Robert Constable

1 Lecture Plan

1. Introduction to a Great Idea (cultural enrichment)

2. Closer look at specifications: Euclid, Goldbach, Halting

3. Suggestive correspondence (isomorphism)
implement a specification = solve computing task

solve (computing) problem

empty specification type = unsolvable problem

type check t ∈ atype = check a proposed solution

4. Further examples, a pattern emerges
implement atype * btype

implement (x : atype * btype(x))

implement Left of atype | Right of btype

(does this make sense?)
implement atype -> btype

5. Atomic specifications, bexp = true

6. OCaml SL types as propositions and the embedded “computational
logic.”

7. An old controversy about P or not P
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2 Review, Overview, and Comments

Over the course of four lectures we have been studying how to use
dependent types to precisely specify programming tasks. Precise
specification is a key step in coming to know that a program or a system of
programs and data solves a programming task. The whole job is
accomplished by knowing that the programs and data meet their
specification because we know they belong to a structure (or module) of
related dependent types.

For our specification language OCaml SL, the programs and data are
provided by OCaml, and the dependent types are enrichments of the OCaml
types in terms of expressiveness, plus a restriction on those types that the
elements reduce to canonical form and that the programs terminate.

We do the type checking for dependent types manually in this course
because no one has yet written a type checker. Moreover, it is not possible
to write a type checker that will correctly check all candidates for type
membership. One reason is that no type checker can determine whether
expressions terminate. There are other reasons that no one can write an
automatic checker that can determine all of the typings that we can infer
by careful reasoning.

Modern proof assistants such as Agda, Coq, and Nuprl provide help with
type checking. In the fullness of time, the tools from the proof assistants
will become available in programming courses, and dependent types will be
more routinely used.

Using dependent types is a way of rigorously showing that programs meet
their specifications. Another way is to use logic as taught in past versions
of the course. There is a sense in which these two ways are equivalent. To
show why this is the case, we will relate dependent types to logic. This
account does not require that you know logic in detail. The connection will
actually teach you something about logic that is very clear and almost
obvious once we frame it in terms of type checking.

The fact that this can be done is the result of a great discovery from the
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20th century, first made in mathematics and logic and then elaborated by
computer scientists into the idea of dependent types for programming. We
will look at this discovery, and its steady elaboration by mathematicians,
logicians, philosophers, linguists, and computer scientists into a powerful
new way to understand logic and provide clean powerful mechanisms for
showing program correctness.

3 A Great Idea

The idea of dependent types is part of a larger concept in a wider setting,
and we think it is important that you are at least acquainted with the
larger idea. This historical part of the lecture is for cultural enrichment.

3.1 Mathematical, logical and philosophical origins

The standard history of the Great Idea starts circa 1907 in the
mathematical work of Luitzen Egbertus Jan Brouwer [9, 22, 21]. He applied
his insights about how we know mathematical theorems to shed light on the
problem of avoiding contradictions and paradoxes in mathematics, a
problem that in 1900 was still unsolved despite being recognized as serious
in the mid 19th century.1

Brouwer thought that meaning in mathematics was to be found in the way
humans think, in our intuitions about discreteness (“two-ity”) and
continuity. He believed that we do mathematics by making mental
constructions. Basically all of mathematics can be understood based on our
intuitions about the natural numbers, the discrete, and about the real
numbers, continuity. Brouwer thought that the logic of mathematics should
be grounded in these intuitions and in how we talk to ourselves and others
about mental constructions and evidence provided by being able to carry out
these constructions.

1We discussed some of the contradictions that arose in the theory of infinite series and
in the study of continuous functions.
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I believe that essentially all of Brouwer’s ideas can be expressed in the more
familiar language of computations. Stephen Cole Kleene is one of the first
logicians to cast Brouwer’s ideas in terms of computation [13, 11, 12], and
he became one of the earliest computer scientists as well.

Brouwer’s student Heyting put these ideas into a form that resembled the
logical language in which theorems of mathematics were being written
based on ideas of Boole, Frege and Russell. The mathematician
Kolmogorov also put Brouwer’s ideas into this more standard language.
Brouwer’s approach to the meaning of mathematics as exposited in logical
language is sometimes called BHK semantics, in honor of Brouwer,
Heyting, and Kolmogorov.

Another approach to logic was being developed by Alonzo Church and
Haskell Curry. Church used the lambda calculus [2, 3], and Curry used an
equivalent kind of language called combinators that we have mentioned
from time to time in this course.

In his approach, Curry [5] noticed a striking similarity between his laws for
combinators, the typing rules, and the rules for propositional logic. He
seems to have thought of this as a pun. Church on the other hand, saw his
calculus as a foundation for mathematics based on functions and
computable functions. In the late 1960s, William Howard [10] noticed that
this correspondence between the types of programs and the lambda calculus
extended from propositional logic to first-order logic (FOL). This led many
researchers to think of this gradually emerging big idea as the
Curry-Howard Isomorphism [19].

The idea also appeared in the very influential work of the mathematician
N.G. de Bruijn to formalize mathematics in a system he called Automath
[6, 16]. This is a type theory based on the lambda calculus which de Bruijn
believed is strong enough to formalize all of classical mathematics. He did
not see this as a fundamental logical principle but as a practical way to
express working mathematics in a formal type theory.

The logician Per Martin-Löf used these ideas in his seminal work defining
what he calls Intuitionistic Type Theory [15], after Brouwer. He was a
student of Kolmogorov, so there is a short link to Brouwer in this seminal
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work.

Dana Scott also introduced these ideas into logic with his important article
on Constructive Validity [18] inspired in part by Automath.

The mathematical approach offers solid ground on which to base
philosophical investigations of these ideas in which Martin-Löf is a key
player. One of the latest accounts is by Granström [8].

3.2 Spread into computer science

These ideas started to penetrate computer science in the late 1970s and 80s
as programming languages introduced richer and richer type systems,
starting with Algol 68, Gedanken, Algol-W, Pascal, then to ML [7] and its
wide family including SML and OCaml, and then to Nuprl [4] where
dependent types were central to its programming language and its logic as
well. This logic is called Constructive Type Theory. The particular version
we use in Nuprl, we call CTT, and we sometimes give the year of the
current implementation, e.g. CTT10 or CTT06 [1]. The Nuprl system was
the first implementation of dependent types which we learned from reading
an early article by Martin-Löf [14] and from knowing well the work of
Kleene mentioned above.

The connections of this idea to programming languages is explained very
well in the 1991 textbook by Simon Thompson [20]:

Type Theory and Functional Programming.

These ideas have also influenced linguistics and the area of natural
language processing. This aspect is well presented in the book by Aarne
Ranta [17], Type Theoretical Grammar.
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The idea sits like this nowadays:

We have already used it in OCaml SL to avoid spending much time on the
details of logic and “conventional” program verification.

4 A closer look at specifications

With a lot more work we could state the Halting Problem as an OCaml SL
spec, kind of like this:

let term be the syntactically correct OCaml expressions.
let uterm = (u : term where type u = unit)

let unit div be a diverging term of type unit.
(h : uterm -> bool * (u : uterm -> h u = true iff u ∼ () &

h u = false iff

u ∼ unit div) )

We have seen that this computing problem cannot be solved. We made this
argument by examining the specification “from outside” of OCaml.
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euclid
n : nat -> (p : nat where (n < p && prime p))

goldbach
n : (x : even where 6 ≤ x) -> (p : nat * nat where G n p)

G n p = let (p1, p2) = p in

prime(p1) & prime(p2) & (n = p1 + p2)

& (p1 6= 2) & (p2 6= 2)

The Goldbach conjecture is usually stated as a proposition

Every even number greater than or equal to 6 is the sum of two
odd primes

6 = 3 + 3 8 = 3 + 5 10 = 3 + 7 12 = 5 + 7, etc.

∀n : {x : N |Even(x) & 6 ≤ x}.∃ p1, p2 : N.
P rime(p1) & Prime(p2) & n = p1 + p2 & Odd(p1) & Odd(p2)

Would finding an OCaml program in the OCaml SL specification solve this
open problem?

5 A suggestive correspondence

(“isomorphism”)

To implement a specification is to solve a computing problem. If the
specification corresponds to a proposition, as in euclid and goldbach, then
our solution as a program and data can be seen as computational evidence
that the proposition can be known.

So the OCaml PL can be seen as a way of providing concrete useful
evidence that we can assert the proposition based on evidence. The type
checker tells us that we have correct evidence. We might say that the
proposition is “computationally true.”
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6 More examples, a pattern emerges

1. How do we implement (atype * btype)?

We find a ∈ atype, b ∈ btype and build (a,b).

This looks like the work we do to find evidence for a proposition like
A&B.

to know A&B is to
know A, by a
know B, by b

2. How do we implement (x : atype * btype(x))?

We build an element a ∈ atype

Then build b ∈ btype(a).

This looks like the work we do to find evidence for ∃x : A.B(x).
a ∈ A
b ∈ B(a)

(a, b) ∈ ∃x : A.B(x)

3. How do we implement atype -> btype?

We find an OCaml function λx.b(x) such that for any
a ∈ atype, b(a) ∈ btype.

This looks like how we find evidence for a proposition of the form
A⇒ B.

4. How do we implement x : atype -> btype(x)?

We find an OCaml function λx.b(x) such that for any
a ∈ atype, b(a) ∈ btype(a) .

This is how we can find evidence for a proposition of the form
∀x : A.B(x).

5. How do we implement the type Left of atype | Right of btype?

We find either (or both)
a ∈ atype and provide Left a

b ∈ btype and provide Right b

This is how we can find evidence for a proposition of the form
atype or btype, which we can write suggestively as atype | btype.
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These examples suggest the types as propositions correspondence

Type Proposition

α * β A&B

x :α * β(x) ∃x : A.B(x)

α -> β A⇒ B

x :α -> β(x) ∀x : A.B(x)

Left of α | Right of β A ∨B

We have seen that data and functions correspond to evidence.

Moreover, the way we use data corresponds to how we use evidence

(a, b) we take it apart
λx.b(x) we apply it
Left α | Right β we examine cases

What about negative propositions, ¬A?

This is subtle, one method is to define False as an empty
specification and define ¬A as A⇒ False.

7 Atomic Specifications

So far the most atomic specification is the information that a Boolean
expression is true, e.g. bexp = true.

This means that bexp ↓ true.

As we noted before, the ground truth in our specification is just true = true.
(We can reduce 0 = 0, 1 = 1, etc. to this.)

What is the atomic ground truth in our specification language?

[ the evaluation of a Boolean expression to true ]
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That is why we often talk about a proposition being true. But it is a simple
computational meaning of “truth.”

That is just where the chain of explanations “bottoms out.” This
corresponds to how humans know mathematical “truths” as well. It’s all
just mental computation.

8 Some “controversy”

The specification language is not at all controversial, but the claim that
this is all the logic one needs might be. Here is the issue.

Let α | β be Inl of α | Inr of β. This represents a version of logical
or. But, if we take False = void, where void is an empty type, e.g.
(u : unit where u 6= () ), and define not α = α -> False, then

we do not have the Law of the Excluded Middle

α | not α

We do have many other useful laws, e.g.

( (α | β) * (β -> γ) * (α -> γ) ) -> γ

(α -> β) -> not β -> not α
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